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Abstract. We present here an evolution of a QA system for Portuguese
that uses subject-predicate-object triples extracted from sentences in a
corpus. The system is supported by indices that store those triples,
related sentences and documents. It processes the questions and retrieves
answers based on the triples.
For purposes of testing and evaluation, we have used the CHAVE corpus, used in multiple editions of the CLEF multilingual QA tracks. The
questions from those editions were used to query and benchmark our
system. Currently, the system manages to answer up to 42 % of those
questions. This document describes the modules that compose the system and how they are combined, providing a brief analysis on them, and
also current results, as well as some expectations regarding future work.
Keywords: Question Answering · Open information extraction · Triple
extraction · Portuguese

1

Introduction

The quest for information is a quintessential human endeavour. And as soon as
computers came into play, they immediately started to be used for storing and
retrieving information, most of which in the form of natural language. Not long
after, there were attempts to use computers in tasks related to natural language
processing (NLP), trying to make sense of all the data described using natural
language, which keeps increasing by the day. However, it is not enough to store
and retrieve documents, being needed tools that can process them in order to
retrieve just what the user wants or needs, instead of just a list of documents.
This issue is addressed by question answering (QA) systems [25], which allow
the user to interact with those systems by means of natural language, and process
documents whose contents are specified also using natural language.
In this context, we present RAPPort, a system that addresses QA for
Portuguese that uses triples extracted from sentences in a corpus, much like open
information extraction performs, that are then used to present “short answers”
(passages), alongside the sentences and documents they belong to.
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In the remaining document, we present a brief contextualization on QA,
address related work, describe the overall used approach and each of its modules,
and draw some conclusions and reflections about future work.

2

Question Answering

QA, much like other subfields of information retrieval (IR), may include techniques such as: named entity recognition (NER) or semantic classification of
entities, relation extraction between entities, and selection of semantically relevant sentences or chunks [16], beyond customary sentence splitting, tokenization, lemmatization, and part-of-speech (POS) tagging. QA can also address a
restricted set of topics, in a closed domain, or forgo that restriction, operating in
an open domain. Focusing specifically on open domain QA, it can consist of fundamentally two distinct approaches: IR-based QA or knowledge-based QA [11].
QA systems based on IR typically follow the framework depicted in Fig. 1,
where the processing stages are made at run-time, except for document indexing.
Knowledge-based QA systems, although sharing some similarities, tend to adopt
logical representations of facts, for instance, through the use triples (subject,
predicate and object) backed up by ontologies, often implemented by means of
RDF triple stores, using SPARQL to query them [26], or similar data repositories.

Fig. 1. A typical framework for a IR-based QA system (reproduced [11])

Regarding specific approaches to Portuguese, we present next the most relevant works whose results are compared against our work later on this document.
2.1

Senso

The Senso Question Answering System [22] (alias PTUE [20]) uses a local knowledge base, providing semantic information for text search terms expansion. It
is composed of five major modules: query (for question analysis), libs (for corpora management), ontology (for knowledge representation), solver (for answer
searching), and web interface. After all modules are used, the results are merged
for answer list validation, to filter and adjust answers weight, ranking them.
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Esfinge

Esfinge [5] is a general domain QA system that tries to take advantage of the
great amount of information existing in the Web. Esfinge relies on pattern identification and matching. For each question, a tentative answer beginning is created. Then the probable answer beginning is used to search the corpus, through
a search engine, in order to find possible answers that match the same pattern.
In the remaining stages of the process, n-grams are scored and NER is performed
in order to improve the performance of the system.
2.3

RAPOSA

The RAPOSA Question Answering System [24] tries to provide a continuous online processing chain from question to answer, combining stages from information
extraction and retrieval. The system involves expanding queries for event-related
or action-related factoid questions, using a verb thesaurus automatically generated using information extracted from large corpora. RAPOSA consists of six
modules more or less typical on QA systems: a question parser, a query generator, a snippet searcher, an answer extractor, answer fusion, and an answer
selector. It deals with two categories of questions: definitions and factoids.
2.4

IdSay

IdSay: Question Answering for Portuguese [3,4] uses mainly techniques from the
area of IR, where the only external information that it uses, besides the text
collections, is lexical information for the Portuguese language. IdSay uses a conservative approach to QA, being its main stages: question analysis, set Wikipedia
answer (SWAN), document retrieval, passage retrieval, answer extraction and
answer validation. IdSay starts by performing document analysis and then proceeding to entity recognition. After that, the system makes use of patterns to
define the type of the questions and expected answers. However, contrary to
most QA systems, it does not store passages in the IR module, but documents,
with the passages being extracted in real time, allowing for more flexibility.
2.5

QA@L2 F

QA@L2 F [15], the QA system from L2 F, INESC-ID, is a system that relies on
three main tasks: information extraction, question interpretation and answer
finding. The system starts by processing and analyzing the text sources in order
to extract potentially relevant information (such as named entities or relations
between concepts), which is stored into a knowledge base. Then, the questions
are also processed and analyzed, selecting which terms should be used to build a
query to search the database. Finally, the retrieved records are then processed,
selecting the answer according to the question type and other strategies.
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2.6

Priberam

Priberam’s Question Answering System for Portuguese [2] is divided in five major
modules: indexation, question analysis, document retrieval, sentence retrieval,
and answer extraction. It starts by processing the documents, mainly at sentence
level, and storing related data (lemmas, heads of derivation, named entities and
fixed expressions, question categories and ontology domains) in diﬀerent indices.
Then each question is processed, extracting and expanding pivots for querying
the indices. The resulting queries are used first for retrieving documents based
on their scores (using lexical frequency, document frequency, and weighted POS
tags) and then for selecting the sentences and extracting the answers, according
to matches against the pivotal words in the questions.
2.7

GistSumm

Brazil’s Núcleo Interinstitucional de Lingüı́stica Computacional (NILC) had
built previously a summarization system, dubbed GistSum [19], that has been
adapted for use in the task of monolingual QA for Portuguese texts. NILC’s system comprises three main processes: text segmentation, sentence ranking, and
extract production [6], associating sentences to a topic. The questions are then
matched against the sentences and associated summaries, with the highest scored
sentences being used to produce an answer.

3

RAPPort

Our system adheres to most of the typical framework for a QA system, combining
aspects from both IR-based QA and knowledge-based QA. It does also improve
on some techniques that diﬀer from other approaches to Portuguese.
One of the most identifying elements of RAPPort is the use of triples as the
basic unit of information regarding any topic, represented by a subject, a predicate
and an object, and then using those triples as a basis for answering questions. This
approach also possesses somes characteristics from open information extraction,
regarding the extraction and storage of information in triples [8].
The system depends on a combination of four major modules for addressing
information extraction, storage, querying and retrieving, namely:
–
–
–
–

triple extraction (performed oﬄine);
triple storage (performed oﬄine);
data querying (performed online);
and answer retrieving (performed online).

Each of these modules is described next, specifying the main tasks that compose them. An overview of the modules can also be seen in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Our system’s general approach

3.1

Triple Extraction

This module processes the contents of the corpus, picking each of the documents,
selecting sentences and extracting triples. It includes multiple tasks, namely
sentence splitting, phrase chunking, tokenization, POS tagging, lemmatization,
dependency parsing, and NER. Except for lemmatization and dependency parsing, these tasks are done using the Apache OpenNLP toolkit 1 , with some minor
tweaks for better addressing Portuguese, and with the models used for chunking
and in being specifically created, as there was no available pre-built models.
For the lemmatization process, LemPORT [21], a Portuguese specific lemmatizer was used. For dependency parsing, it was used MaltParser [18], with
a model trained on Bosque 8.02 [1]. The output of MaltParser is also further
processed in order to group the tokens around the main dependencies, such as:
subject, root (verb), and objects, among others.
Triple extraction is performed using two complementary approaches, both
depending on named entities for determining which triples are of use. The triples
are defined by subject, predicate, and object, that are obtained either through
the proximity relations between phrase chunks, or through the analysis of the
dependencies in sentences. Only the triples with entities in the subject or in the
object are stored for future querying. Also, the predicate has the verb stored in
its lemmatized form in order to facilitate later matches.
In the triples that are based on the proximity between chunks, most of the
predicates comprehend, but are not necessarily limited to, the verbs ser (to be),
pertencer (to belong), haver (to have), and ficar (to be located). For instance,
if two noun phrase (NP) chunks are found sequentially, and the first chunk
contains a named entity, it is highly probable that it is further characterized by
the second chunk. If the second chunk starts with a determinant or a noun, the
predicate of the future triple is set to ser ; if it starts with the preposition em
(in), it is used the verb ficar ; if it starts with the preposition de (of), it is used
the verb pertencer ; and so on. An algorithm describing the process is found in
Algorithm 1.
1
2

http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp/.
http://www.linguateca.pt/floresta/BibliaFlorestal/completa.html.
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Data: Corpus documents
Result: Triple list
Read documents;
foreach document do
Split sentences;
foreach sentence do
Tokenize, POS tag, lemmatize;
Extracts phrase chunks and dependency chunks;
Extract named entities;
foreach phrase chunk do
if chunk contains any entity then
if neighbouring chunk has a specific type then
Create triple relating both chunks, depending on the
neighbouring chunk type and contents;
Add it to the triple list;
end
end
end
foreach dependency chunk do
if chunk contains any entity and is a subject or an object then
Create triple using the subject or object, the root, and
corresponding object or subject, respectively;
Add it to the triple list;
end
end
end
end

Algorithm 1. Triple Extraction Algorithm

As an example, the sentence “Mel Blanc, o homem que deu a sua voz a
o coelho mais famoso de o mundo, Bugs Bunny, era alérgico a cenouras.”3
yields distinct triples, such as: “{Bugs Bunny} {ser} {o coelho mais famoso do
mundo}” and “{Mel Blanc} {ser} {o homem que deu a sua voz ao coelho mais
famoso do mundo}”, both using the proximity approach, and “{Mel Blanc} {ser}
{alérgico a cenouras}”, using the dependency approach.
3.2

Triple Storage

After triple extraction is performed, Lucene [14] is used for storing the triples,
the sentences where the triples are found, and the documents that, by their turn,
contain those sentences. For that purpose, three indices were created:
– the triple index stores the triples (subject, predicate and object), their ids,
and the ids of the sentences and documents that contain them;
3

Loosely translated as: “Mel Blanc, the man who lent his voice to the world’s most
famous rabbit, Bugs Bunny, was allergic to carrots.”.
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– the sentence index stores the sentences ids (a sequential number representing
their order within the document), the tokenized text, the lemmatized text and
the documents ids they belong to;
– the document index stores the data describing the document, as found in
CHAVE (number, id, date, category, author, and original text);
Although each index is virtually independent from the others, they can refer
one another by using the ids of the sentences and of the documents. That way,
it is easy to determine the relations between documents, sentences, and triples.
These indices (mainly the sentence and the triple indices) are then used in the
next steps of the presented approach.
3.3

Data Querying

In a similar way to the sentences in the corpus, the questions are processed in
order to extract tokens, lemmas and named entities, and identify their types, categories and targets (although the last three tasks are not currently performed).
For building the queries, the system starts by performing NER and lemmatizing the questions. The lemmas are useful for broadening the matches and results
that could be found only by using the tokens. The queries are essentially built
on the lemmas found in the questions. All the query elements are, by default,
optional, except for named entities. If no entities are present in the questions,
proper nouns are made mandatory; by its turn, if there are also no proper nouns,
(common) nouns replace them as mandatory keywords in the queries.
For instance, in order to retrieve the answer to the question “A que era
alérgico Mel Blanc? ”4 , the Lucene query will end up being defined by five terms:
“+Mel Blanc a que ser alérgico”. We have chosen to keep all the lemmas because
Lucene scores higher the hits with the optional lemmas, and virtually ignores
them if they are not present. The query is then applied to the sentence index.
When a match occurs, the associated triples are retrieved, along with the document data. In the same step, when applicable, and for the moment, just synonyms
for the verb are added to query as optional items, using the synonymy relations
defined in PAPEL [10].
The triples that are related to the sentence are then processed, checking for
the presence of the question entities in either the subject or the object of the
triples, for selecting which triples are of interest.
3.4

Answer Retrieving

After a sentence matches a query, as stated before, the associated triples and
document data are retrieved — and this goes for all the sentences matching that
query. As the document data is only used for better characterizing the answers,
let us focus on the triples.
For each triple, it is retrieved each of its components: if the best match
against the query is found in the subject, the object is returned as being the
4

Loosely translated as: “What was Mel Blanc allergic to?”.
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answer; if, on the other hand, the best match is found against the object, it is
the subject that is returned. This candidate answer, before being presented to
the user, is ordered against other candidate answers. For that, the triples are
used once again, as the candidate answers are ordered against the number of
triples they are found in. An algorithm describing both data querying and this
process is found in Algorithm 2.
Data: Question &Indices
Result: Answers
Create query using named entities (or, if inexistent, proper nouns, or nouns) as
mandatory, and the remaining lemmas from the question as optional;
Run query against sentence index ;
foreach sentence hit do
Retrieve triples related to the sentence hit;
foreach triple do
if subject contains named entities from question then
Add object to answers and retrieve sentence and document
associated with the triple;
end
else if object contains named entities from question then
Add subject to answers and retrieve sentence and document
associated with the triple;
end
end
end
Order answers based in the number of triples they belong to;

Algorithm 2. Answer Retrieval Algorithm

Continuing with the example provided earlier, after the correct sentence is
retrieved, of the three corresponding triples, the one that best matches the question is “{Mel Blanc} {ser} {alérgico a cenouras}” — there is a match on the predicate and the named entity is found in the subject. Removing from the triple the
terms found in the question, what remains must yield the answer: “[a] cenouras”.
Besides that, as the named entity, Mel Blanc, is found in the subject of the triple,
the answer is most likely to be found in the object, and so retrieved.

4

Experimentation Results

For the experimental work, we have used the CHAVE corpus [23], a collection
of 1456 editions of newspapers “Público” and “Folha de São Paulo”, from 1994
and 1995, with each of the editions comprehending about one hundred articles,
identified by id, number, date, category, author, and the text of article itself.
CHAVE was used in the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) multilingual QA tracks for Portuguese [7,9,12,13,27], although in the editions of 2007
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and 2008 a dump of the Portuguese Wikipedia was also used in addition — that
is the reason, in the present paper, for just being addressing the 2004, 2005 and
2006 campaigns for evaluation purposes.
Nearly all of the questions used in each of the CLEF editions (200 for each
language), and respective answers, are known. It is also known the results of each
of the contestant systems. The questions used in CLEF adhere to the following
criteria [13]: they can be list questions, embedded questions, yes/no questions
(although none was found in the questions used for Portuguese), who, what,
where, when, why, and how questions, and definitions.
For reference, in Table 1 there is a summary of the best results for the Portuguese QA tasks on CLEF from 2004 to 2008 (abridged [7,9,12,13,27]), alongside with the arithmetic mean for each system comprehending the editions where
they were contenders. At the end of the table, it is also shown the current results
of our system, for a maximum of ten answers per question.
Table 1. Comparison of the Results at CLEF 2004 to 2008
Approach

Overall Accuracy (%)
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 (2004–06 Avg) (2004–08 Avg)

Esfinge

15.08 23.00 24.5

8.0

23.5 (20.86)

(18.82)

Senso

28.54 25.00 —

42.0 46.5 (26.77)

(35.51)

Priberam

—

64.50 67.0

50.5 63.5 (65.75)

(61.34)

NILC

—

—

1.5

—

(1.5)

—

—

13.0

20.0 14.5 (13.0)

(18.83)

QA@L F

—

—

—

13.0 20.0 —

(16.5)

IdSay

—

—

—

—

32.5 —

(32.5)

—

—

RAPOSA
2

RAPPort 41.21 45.00 38.50 —

—

(1.5)

(41.57)

As already mentioned, we are only addressing the questions for Portuguese
used in CLEF in 2004, 2005 and 2006. As such, a grand total of 599 questions5
were used for testing our system, of which 10 % don’t have an answer in the
corpus — being ‘NIL’ the expected answer in that case. That is the reason for
considering the average result of our system in Table 1 just for the years 2004 to
2006, and omitting the results for the years 2007 and 2008.
For verifying if the retrieved answers match the expected answers, the answers
must contain the already known answers, and the corresponding document ids
must also match those of the known answers.
Using the set of questions from 2004 to 2006, which were known to have
their answers found on CHAVE, we were able to find the answers to 41.57 % of
the questions (249 in 599), grouping all the question from the already identified
editions of CLEF, with a limit of ten answers for each question. (If that limit is
5

In 2004, one of the questions was unintentionally duplicated, hence 599 and not 600.
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relinquished, the number of answered questions rises to 67.61 %, which may lead
to the conclusion that one of the big issues to be further addressed is to improve
the ordering and selection of the answers.)
For comparison purposes, a previous version of RAPPort (whose main differences to the current version was not using verb synonyms, and mainly the
ranking of the answers, which was then directly related to the score of each
Lucene match of the sentences housing the triples against the query generated
from the question), for a limit of ten answers per question, achieved 20.75 % of
right answers, and without a limit, 43.33 % of right answers.
On the answers that have not been found, we have determined that in a few
cases the fault is due to questions depending on information contained in other
questions or their answers. There are certainly also many shortcomings in the
creation of the triples, mainly on the phrase chunks that are close together, as
opposed to the dependency chunks, that should and must be addressed, in order
to improve and create more triples. Furthermore, there are questions that refer
to entities that fail to be identified as such by our system, an so no triples were
created for them when processing the sentences.

5

Conclusions and Future Work

We have come to the conclusion that using triples as a means of representing and
storing information found in corpora has strong advantages, besides allowing the
exploration of a diﬀerent way of supporting QA systems for Portuguese.
Firstly, the use of triples, restricting them to those containing named entities,
provides a way of selecting which information should really be stored (just the
triples and associated sentences), instead of, for instance, storing and indexing
all text as a source for providing answers, having to processed the text later.
Secondly, triples, being composed mostly of small chunks, already contain in
themselves (in the subject, predicate or object) the passage that will be used as
the short answer to a question.
Earlier experiments have shown us that trying to store every single bit of
information regarding texts in corpora — such as using ontologies for storing
syntactic and semantic data, or indexing and storing all and whole sentences —
creates considerable overhead and noise, besides having its toll on performance.
Using triples in the way described here helps to mitigate these problems.
Although the proposed system scores a strong second place for the three
years considered (using solely CHAVE), the use of triples keeps proving to be a
promising way of selecting the right and shorter answers to most of the questions
addressed. However, there is still a lot that can be improved.
Triples could be improved, namely those that are built from the relations of
proximity between chunks, so the system is able to have a number of retrieved
triples on par with the sentences that contain the answers (and the triples).
Another boost to the approach would be to properly diﬀerentiate the queries
accordingly to the types of the named entities found in the questions, and
improve NER, both on questions an on corpus sentences.
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Another aspect that should be considered is the use of coreference resolution
in order to increase the number of extracted triples by means of replacing, for
instance, pronouns with the corresponding, if any, named entities.
And the system has yet to properly address NIL answers, as it currently
provides almost always an answer, even if the match when querying the indices
has an extremely low score.
We believe that expanding the queries using the above techniques, together
with the creation of better models to extract triples and coreference resolution,
will achieve better results in a short time span.
Finally, the next major goal is to use the Portuguese Wikipedia as a repository of information, either alongside CHAVE, to address the latter editions of
CLEF, or by itself, as it has happened in Págico [17].
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